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Federal trade secret litigation can be as costly and complex as patent litigation. Unlike
patent litigation, however, there has been virtually no appellate guidance on the meaning
and scope of the Defend Trade Secrets Act in the two years since it was enacted. To date,
just four U.S. Courts of Appeals panels have even briefly addressed the law.[1] 

This absence of appellate case law is perhaps unsurprising, given how recently the DTSA
was enacted. But given the millions of dollars — and ownership of prized innovations —
at stake in trade secret proceedings, practitioners would be well-advised to be thinking to
the future about where in the country such appeals will occur, when appellate decisions
will be issued, and what issues appellate courts will focus on. This pair of articles will
consider those questions. The first part discusses the limited appellate case law, as well as
where and when the appellate decisions may be issued. The second part will dive into the
“what” question, looking to the history of how other federal intellectual property statutes
have been interpreted for guidance. 

Existing Law 

The DTSA’s scope and the meaning have long been a subject of interest for the bar and
academia, but the law has received relatively little analysis from the bench.[2] Indeed,
there have only been two appellate decisions that have squarely interpreted the statute’s
language. Both were interlocutory appeals that challenged preliminary injunctions. 

In First Western Capital Management, Co. v. Malamed, First Western brought suit under
both the DTSA and the Colorado trade secrets law against a former employee accused of stealing customer lists.
[3] The Tenth Circuit reversed the district court’s grant of a preliminary injunction to First Western, holding that
a violation of the DTSA does not create a presumption of irreparable harm.

Similarly, in Fres-co Systems USA Inc. v. Hawkins, Fres-co brought suit under both the DTSA and
Pennsylvania law against an employee accused of stealing confidential information (such as customer lists and
long-term strategies).[4] The Third Circuit, in an unpublished decision, remanded the preliminary injunction to
the district court for further analysis. In doing so, it explained that showing irreparable harm for purposes of a
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DTSA suit can be satisfied even by a threat of misappropriation but that the likelihood of success showing
requires proof that the supposedly confidential information fell within the DTSA. 

Two other opinions, both from the Ninth Circuit, have briefly mentioned the DTSA. Interestingly, both were
federal criminal cases, and in both instances, the panel noted that the DTSA had changed the definition of a trade
secret for both criminal and civil purposes but declined to apply the new definition because the events of the
case predated the DTSA’s 2016 enactment.[5] 

While it is difficult to draw firm conclusions based on such a small sample, these cases suggest several potential
trends. First, it is notable that Fres-co and Malamed both involved trade secret claims under federal and state
law. While the DTSA largely follows the language of the Uniform Trade Secrets Act adopted by most states,
there are several important differences, such as what kind of information constitutes a “trade secret.”[6] Future
appellate decisions may center on how the different wording in the state and federal laws leads to different
outcomes. Second, the Ninth Circuit cases raise the important point that the federal law criminalizing theft of
trade secrets now shares the same definition of trade secret — and, for that matter, the same definition of
“misappropriation” — as the civil provisions. This is important because the rule of lenity might push appellate
courts to read those definitions narrowly, even if the case arises in the civil context.[7] 

Where 

Unlike patent litigation, a DTSA suit could in theory be filed in any federal or state trial court and appealed up to
any state or federal appellate court. But the existing data suggests that DTSA appeals will be concentrated in a
narrow set of jurisdictions. First, and somewhat amazingly, the DTSA has almost never been invoked in a
published state court decision.[8] Second, as of May 2018, the majority of DTSA decisions available in
commercial databases like Westlaw sprung from federal district courts in just six states — California, Florida,
New York, Texas, Illinois and Pennsylvania — with the most in California. Indeed, decisions from district courts
located in the Ninth Circuit make up over a quarter of all publicly available rulings that cite the DTSA statute. 

Numerically speaking, then, the Ninth Circuit seems most likely to develop a body of case law interpreting the
DTSA, as it famously has in other areas of intellectual property.[9] As a corollary, it seems exceedingly unlikely
there will be any significant state appellate decisions interpreting DTSA in the near future. In the future,
plaintiffs may be more likely to bring a suit in federal court (and defendants more likely to seek removal) in
order to avoid the unpredictability created by the lack of state precedent. This concern is, however, mitigated
somewhat by the willingness of state courts to defer to federal case law when interpreting federal statutes.[10] 

When 

Another important issue is when to expect the first significant wave of appellate decisions. This is a difficult
question to answer precisely, because case-specific issues may speed or slow individual cases’ progress on the
road to appeal. But some guidance can be drawn from the pace at which other federal laws related to intellectual
property were interpreted by the appellate courts. 

For example, the America Invents Act, which dramatically amended existing patent law, was enacted in
September 2011. The first appellate decision interpreting the AIA (and which involved conduct that occurred
after the law was enacted) appears to have been issued about two years later; it granted a mandamus petition
ordering the district court to reconsider its decision on a motion to transfer venue and sever certain claims.
[11] The first U.S. Supreme Court decision interpreting the AIA’s language, however, only came in June 2016,
when the court upheld a U.S. Patent and Trademark Office regulation involving a claim construction standard.
[12]

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act, which was enacted in October 1998, presents a similar history. It took
about two and a half years for the first substantive decision to be issued, a Fourth Circuit ruling that interpreted
one of the Act’s safe harbor provisions for internet service providers.[13] Once the dam was broken, published
decisions from the Ninth and Second Circuit flowed in a matter of months. To this day, the U.S. Supreme Court
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has not substantively interpreted the act, although it did recently call for the views of the solicitor general on a
petition for certiorari that was subsequently denied.[14] 

One last example. The Copyright Act of 1976, which went into effect in January 1978, was first substantively
invoked nearly three years after its effective date in a published Second Circuit decision.[15] The act was not
substantively interpreted by the Supreme Court until January 1984.[16] 

These rulings suggest a rough pattern in the timing of appeals. It takes two to three years for the first case to rise
up to the court of appeals and over five years before the statute is subject to Supreme Court review — if ever.
This timing matters because it suggests how long DTSA case law will remain unsettled, governed primarily by
persuasive — but not binding — district court decisions rather than instructive appellate case law. 

Conclusion 

Despite the limited information available, we can make some educated guesses about the future of DTSA
appeals. If current trends hold, the cases will likely involve both the DTSA and state trade secret law. Most will
be heard in federal court and a significant number in the Ninth Circuit. And, given that the DTSA was enacted
just about two years ago, we can expect more substantive appellate decisions to be issued in the near
future.         

Gregory H. Lantier is a partner and Thomas G. Sprankling is a senior associate at WilmerHale. 

The opinions expressed are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the firm, its clients,
or Portfolio Media Inc., or any of its or their respective affiliates. This article is for general information
purposes and is not intended to be and should not be taken as legal advice. 
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